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Ngununggula acknowledges the
Gundagurra people as the traditional custodians of this land
and pays respect to all Aboriginal Elders,
past and present and people from all Aboriginal nations.
Always was, always will be Aboriginal land.

ABOUT THIS RESOURCE
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This Education Resource has been produced through the Ngununggula Ben Quilty Education Program to support the Land Abounds exhibition.
It is intended to assist Visual Arts educators to unpack the exhibition for students and engage with the practices of Tracey Moffatt, AbdulRahman Abdullah and Abdul Abdullah.
Whilst the written content in this resource was composed for an upper secondary audience, the concepts addressed are intended to be
accessible and adaptable to learners of all ages and abilities. Artmaking activities are suggested for both primary and secondary students and
should be adapted to the appropriate age, interests and needs of specific class groups. We encourage community groups, as well as gallery
staff, to use the information and activities in this resource.
This resource offers:
•
insight into the conception of Land Abounds
•
a glossary of terms
•
a brief biography of each artist
•
information about the practice of participating artists
•
analysis of one key artwork per artist
•
artmaking activities for primary and secondary students
Planning
Before you visit Land Abounds it is suggested that you contact Ngununggula’s Creative Learning Manager to determine the suitability of the
exhibition content and subject matter for the intended student year level. Some works contain coarse language and sexual references.
How to use this resource
The information in this resource is designed to provide enrichment and promote deeper understanding of the Creative Arts Syllabus (K-6) and
the Visual Arts Syllabus (Stage 4-6). Teachers are encouraged to adapt these learning activities to suit their students and particular contexts.
Land Abounds provides rich material for the development of a HSC or Preliminary Case Study. Case Study titles could include Artist as Activist,
Deconstructing Identity, Australian Stories or Shifting Viewpoints with a recommended focus on the following NESA Syllabus content areas:
Conceptual Framework, Cultural Frame and Postmodern Frame.
This resource was written and designed by Jodie Swan | Creative Learning Manager, Ngununggula

Cover artwork:
Abdul Abdullah
Reach
2020
300cm x 200cm
Manual embroidery made with the assistance of DGTMB studios, Yogyakarta

PRE-EXHIBITION ACTIVITIES

Students will benefit from engaging with the following resources before visiting Land Abounds:
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View Tracey Moffatt’s profile at the Roslyn Oxley Gallery and outline how she works in interdisciplinary ways.

Watch Abdul-Rahman Abdullah speak about his artmaking practice in this profile from John Curtin University. List the recurrent themes,
motifs and subject matter that he is concerned with.
Watch Abdul-Rahman Abdullah’s TEDx Talk. Listen to his story of love and empathy, limitations and freedoms, and the friendship between a
man and his goat. Explain to your peers your significant learnings from Abdullah’s presentation.

Watch Abdul Abdullah’s TEDx Talk and identify some of the cultural issues and experiences that motivate his artmaking practice.

Go to Abdul Abdullah’s website and select one artwork that sparks your curiosity. Read Abdullah’s artist statement and undertake additional
research. Write a one paragraph overview of Abdullah’s material and conceptual practice.

GLOSSARY
Alienation experiencing or inducing feelings of isolation or estrangement
Anthropomorphise the attribution of human traits, emotions, or intentions to nonhuman entities, such as an animal
Apocalyptic forecasting the complete destruction of the world
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Archetypal very typical of a certain kind of person or thing
Articulate explaining or expressing something clearly
Binary when complex concepts, ideas and problems are overly simplified into being one
side or another
Canon works of art that are highly valued; the ideal standard by which other artworks
are measured
Catharsis the process of releasing, and thereby providing relief from, strong or
repressed emotions
Convention a generally accepted or traditional way of representing forms in art
Craft an occupation, trade, or activity requiring manual dexterity or artistic skill.
Examples can include woodworking, textile arts, jewellery, papercrafts, ceramics etc.
Crescendo the highest point reached in a progressive increase of intensity
Dehumanise the denial of full humanness in others
Demonise portray as wicked and threatening
Diaspora the movement, migration, or scattering of a people away from an established
or ancestral homeland
Displacement the enforced departure of people from their homes, typically because of
war, persecution, or natural disaster

Film Trope a thematic storytelling device
First Nations People refers to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples of
Australia who are the traditional custodians of the land
Impetus something that makes a process or activity happen
Manual machine embroidery or free motion embroidery uses a machine but is
controlled manually by the artist.
Othering categorising a group of people according to perceived differences, such as
ethnicity, skin colour, religion, gender or sexual orientation; identifying that group as
inferior and using an “us vs. them” mentality to alienate the group
Commission to request and pay for a special piece of work from an artist
Marginalise treat (a person, group, or concept) as insignificant or peripheral
Metaphor a figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied to an object or action
to which it is not literally applicable
Minority a small group of people within a community or country, differing from the
main population in race, religion, language, or political persuasion
Myth a traditional story, especially one concerning the early history of a people or
explaining a natural or social phenomenon, and typically involving supernatural beings
or events
Mythology a collection of myths, especially one belonging to a particular religious or
cultural tradition
Periphery a marginal or secondary position in, or aspect of, a group, subject, or sphere
of activity
Provocateur a person who provokes trouble, causes dissension; agitator
Stereotype a widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or idea of a particular type
of person or thing
Subjugation the action of bringing someone or something under domination or control

Entrepreneurial characterised by the taking of financial risks in the hope of profit;
enterprising

Subvert undermine the power and authority of an established system or institution

Evocative bringing strong images, memories, or feelings to mind

Vilification abusively disparaging

Film Genre a stylistic or thematic category for motion pictures such as drama, comedy,
western, horror, action, thriller, documentary, film noir, science fiction

Zeitgeist the defining spirit or mood of a particular period of history as shown by the
ideas and beliefs of the time
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ABOUT LAND ABOUNDS
Ngununggula presents ambitious new and existing works by leading
contemporary Australian artists and brothers Abdul-Rahman Abdullah and
Abdul Abdullah in dialogue with three significant video installations by one
of their greatest influences, Tracey Moffatt AO. For the exhibition, titled Land
Abounds, the Abdullah brothers will each present a new large-scale
commissioned artwork responding to the Southern Highlands’ landscape and
the complexity of our shared history, as well as existing works never-before
exhibited in NSW.
The artists of Land Abounds are connected through their personal
relationships. There are many intersecting ideas and themes within the
practice of the Abdullah brothers: they also acknowledge each other to be their
strongest advocate and supporter. Both identify Tracey Moffatt as an important
influence and mentor throughout their careers.
The title of the exhibition echoes lines from the Australian national anthem
which celebrate the promise and bounty of the Australian landscape, ripe for
the taking. Yet, the artworks in this exhibition investigate the complexities of
our collective history and invite multiple layers of consideration and response
to this notion.

“As a centre for art and culture in the Southern Highlands, we’re excited to
bring three of Australia’s most compelling artists to the region with works
that encourage thought and discourse. The opportunity to show Tracey
Moffatt alongside the Abdullah brothers allows us to uncover new contexts
and unseen connections between the artists’ practices, the exhibition
working to reframe pervasive cultural perspectives.”
Megan Monte | Director of Ngununggula

“I think it’s really important that my brother and I share a platform. We
overlap in so many different ways, and our work is like an ongoing
conversation we’re having about the worlds we’re experiencing. Tracey
Moffatt is an iconic figure to both of us. She holds a mirror up to a social
landscape that we all understand, exposing the dynamics of power that
we consume and enact. The ways in which our works engage and respond
to each other creates a multi-layered dialogue that always seems to come
back to ideas of perception and power. What dictates our perceptions of
the world, how are we perceived and how do we participate in that equation
with autonomy. Land Abounds asks some fundamental questions and it’s
going to be very interesting to see what sort of answers we get.”
Abdul-Rahman Abdullah | Artist

“It’s a privilege for both my brother and I to work alongside Tracey Moffatt.
Her ongoing contributions to the critical discourse have defined how we
understand and consume contemporary art in Australia. In terms of a
cultural and critical legacy we both owe her so much. I believe my brother
and I have inherited a shared sense of humour when engaging serious
subject matter, and taking a page out of Tracey’s book, we have used it to
carve out our own place in the conversation.”
Abdul Abdullah | Artist

Abdul-Rahman Abdullah
The Dogs
2017
300cm x 250cm x 850cm
Carved wood, stain and chandeliers

ARTIST | TRACEY MOFFAT

TRACEY MOFFATT | PRACTICE
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Born 1960, Brisbane, Queeensland
Land Abounds showcases three videos from Moffatt’s full suite of eight
montage films produced between 1999 and 2015 with long-time
collaborator and editor Garry Hillberg. These significant montage films
interrogate the nature of representation, stitching together excerpts from
iconic films to create highly-charged compositions that reveal the ways in
which common stereotypes in popular cinema come to inform our
collective cultural imagination. Doomed (2007) highlights the popularity
of the disaster genre, fuelled by post 9/11 global anxieties; REVOLUTION
(2008) examines the powerplay, politics and hierarchies of class
structures; and Other (2010) offers a critique of the western gaze in
cinematic history and ‘othering’ that sets up a problematic us-and-them
dualism.
Image: Tracey Moffatt, Art Calls: Episode One 2014 (video still), HD video: 28 min 0 sec, black
and white and colour, stereo sound, dimensions variable, courtesy the artist and Roslyn Oxley9
Gallery, Sydney

Tracey Moffatt is a contemporary Australian artist who is highly regarded for
her work across photography, film and video. Known for her evocative
command of visual narrative, her diverse body of work references the history
of art, photography and cinema and explores issues of identity, race, gender,
power and sexuality.
Acclaimed both nationally and internationally, Moffatt has exhibited
extensively in museums across the world. In Australia, her work is held in the
collections of state galleries and several regional, university and private
collections. Internationally, she is represented in collections at the Tate
Modern, the Museum of Modern Art, the Guggenheim Museum and the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. In 2017 Moffatt represented Australia at the 57th Venice Biennale with her solo exhibition, My Horizon. Though
she is best known for her photographic works, Moffatt has created numerous
films, documentaries and videos. Her work often focuses on Australian
Aboriginal people and the way they are understood in cultural and social
terms.
Moffatt is represented by the Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney.

Moffatt’s fast-paced montage sequences remix and recode scenes from
Hollywood blockbusters, arthouse cinema and telemovies. Often comic
but at other times melodramatic or violent, these montages subvert and
recontextualise the intentions of the original film. The scenes are selected
for their representation of specific cinematic themes and narrative tropes
and by assembling them into new sequences Moffatt offers new
interpretations of the sourced materials.
The production of Moffatt and Hillberg’s montage films are time-intensive
endeavours, with each compilation sampling hundreds of film sources.
Whilst the montages do not present a linear narrative they do offer a
narrative arc: through the appropriation of cinematic language such as
close-ups, slow motion, cutaways, varied pacing and overlaying a unifying
soundtrack, Moffatt creates cohesion amongst the assembled scenes,
making for compelling viewing. The fact that the videos are looped means
that no resolution is implied but rather that multiple entry points are
offered for audiences to engage with the work.

ARTWORK | DOOMED
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Drawing from high-budget cinematic blockbusters Doomed brings to light our cultural appetite for doomsday scenarios on the big screen. The
fast-paced montage samples and remixes a wide range of film sources into a visual feast of sensationalised violence, terror and calamity. The
compilation of footage both interrogates the Hollywood canon and raises questions about the consumption of pseudo-disaster experiences as
entertainment.
Doomed opens with an excerpt from Richard Donner’s adaptation of Superman (1978), in which Marlon Brando, playing the role Superman’s
biological father informs Council that the planet Krypton will explode within thirty days. His prediction of impending doom sets off a catastrophic
chain reaction: earthquakes, cyclones, tsunamis and firestorms wreak havoc; monumental engineering failures see trains colliding, bridges
collapsing and architectural icons crumbling; spectacular bombings, implosions and explosions build in tempo to a crescendo of extreme
violence and destruction.
Moffatt selects and splices a range of screen-based sources; from rudimentary experiments in special effects, to sleek, digitally produced
apocalyptic blockbusters. Despite the range of sources, the imagery is not discordant, but rather, by appropriating the visual and audio
conventions of the disaster trope Moffatt generates a convincing sense of cohesion. As the pacing of the montage accelerates it is underscored
by a pulsating soundtrack of beats that build in tempo and energy. High speed collisions and explosions are juxtaposed with elegantly
choreographed stunts captured in slow motion. In making these post-production choices Moffatt intentionally recreates the viscerally-charged,
adrenaline-fuelled viewing experience that draws audiences to the disaster genre.
It is often suggested that apocalyptic, horror and thriller genres can offer audiences a type of catharsis: an opportunity to play out their deepest
fears, anxieties and urges from the safety of the cinema. Doomed reveals just how eagerly Hollywood writers, directors and producers tapped
into the zeitgeist for material. Moffatt groups together specific doomsday scenarios to reveal not only the formulaic nature of Hollywood
disaster tropes but also to highlight the intentional exploitation of collective cultural fears. In doing so, she reflects a shift in cultural anxieties
over time. The early 20th century film excerpts in Doomed are preoccupied with industrial and engineering disasters whilst more contemporary
films signal fear of climate-related degradation, as well as the threat of terrorism and invasion.
The traditional story arc of the disaster trope involves a heroic intervention that trumps the impending doom. This is followed by sobering
depictions of community rebuilding and collective overcoming. However, the montage structure of Doomed does not provide this resolution and
the audience is caught in an endless loop of inevitable disaster. Saisha Grayson (2015), curator of time-based media at the Smithsonian
American Art Museum suggests that Doomed does not satisfy the human impulse for catharsis or alleviate social anxieties. She says that the
cyclic structure of Doomed, which builds in surging crescendos but never reaches a resolution, suggests that repressed fears and threats will
continue to return, whether in the form of fire and flood or enemy invasions.
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ARTWORK | DOOMED

Tracey Moffatt
Doomed (still)
2007
DVD (colour, sound)
Duration 10 minutes, continuous loop, edition of 499

Doomed (2007), installation view

Tracey Moffatt
Doomed (still)
2007
DVD (colour, sound)
Duration 10 minutes, continuous loop, edition of 499

THINK + DISCUSS | TRACEY MOFFATT

Frames | Cultural Frame
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Doomed samples hundreds of Hollywood disaster films. What cultural concerns are reflected in the doomsday scenarios
selected by Mofatt?
Prompts:
• Industrial and engineering disasters are depicted more frequently in the excerpts from early cinema
• Climate-related and environmental concerns are more evident in the excerpts from contemporary films
• Threats of invasion and terrorism are also represented in contemporary cinema
Extension: What social and cultural ideas are raised in Doomed?

Conceptual Framework | Audience
How is the experience of viewing a screen-based artwork in a gallery setting different to watching a movie at the cinema?
Prompts:
• Consider your most recent trip to the cinema. Were advertisements screened prior to the feature? Did you view the entire screening from
start to finish? Did the story have a conventional narrative structure (beginning, middle, end)?
• Consider the curatorial decisions involved in screening a video work in a gallery context. Is the space immersive? What sort of seating is
available (if any)? Is the audio silent or has the gallery installed a subwoofer? What impact does this have?
• How is the experience of watching a looped video (with no beginning, middle or end) different to viewing a conventional narrative-based
film?

Practice
How are Moffatt’s montages reflective of contemporary art practice?
Prompts:
• Moffatt and Hillberg challenge artmaking conventions and traditions
• They work collaboratively – thus subverting the tradition of artist as a solitary genius
• They invent new modes of working by using found footage in innovative ways. They quote, modify, reinterpret, remix, recontextualise and
appropriate sourced footage.
• Their montage practice is intentionally subversive. By removing these clips from their original context, new meanings are generated.

TRACEY MOFFAT INSPIRED ARTMAKING ACTIVITIES
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PRIMARY | ARTMAKING
Lesson Title
Rewriting the Script
Overview
Students work collaboratively to rearrange a movie sequence in way that disrupts and rewrites the original story.
Teacher Preparation
•Teacher to take 10-12 screen shots of key scenes from a popular movie. Consider consulting class in advance to reach a consensus on
movie choice.
• Screen shots to be cut out and placed in a sleeve or envelope. Each group to receive a full set of images.
Collaborate
• Students work in pairs to rearrange the stills into a storyboard that alters the story arc of the original film. In addition to reconstructing
the story arc a student may choose to reinvent characters, locations and events. They can also omit screen shots that do not serve their
story.
• Each group to cut and paste their storyboard onto A3 paper.
Create
• Students are invited to write a movie synopsis based on their storyboard. The changes they make to the story may be small but significant
– alternatively, they may completely rewrite the story.
Showcase
• Invite students to share their synopsis with the class, using the storyboard as a visual aide to support their new narrative. Observe the
impact the rewrite – is it comical, dramatic, surreal?
Extension
• Student can use their rewritten script as a starting point for a comic strip, zine or flip book animation.

TRACEY MOFFAT INSPIRED ARTMAKING ACTIVITIES
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SECONDARY | ARTMAKING
Lesson Title
Editing is Everything
Overview
Students will take inspiration from Tracey Moffatt and Garry Hillberg to create a genre-shifting movie trailer.
Discuss
• Screen the following exemplar Genre Shifting Trailer Playlist on Youtube.
• Teacher to facilitate discussion on how the genre has been shifted in each edit. What techniques have been used by the editor to
transform the intentions of the original filmmaker?
• Teacher to discuss the codes and conventions of specific film genres. Student to consider the ways in which language of cinema can be
manipulated to communicate ideas, emotions and story arcs.
• Try an online real-time quiz to test student understanding.
Resources
Studiobinder definitions and examples of movie genres.
Quizzizz Movie Genre Quiz
Develop
• Student to select a film trailer and ‘shift’ the genre through editing choices. For example, a romantic comedy could be transformed into a
horror film with manipulation of pacing, sound effects, music, voiceover, colour grading, text etc.
• Student will need to source an alternative soundtrack and sound effects that are more appropriate to their chosen genre.
Resources
Creative Commons Music
freesound
Create
• Student can screen record a pre-existing trailer or specific movie scenes using QuickTime.
• Student to import their Quicktime file into editing software such as iMovie, Adobe Premiere, Adobe Rush or alternative online freeware.
• Student to edit their trailer in order to transform or shift the genre.
Showcase
• Invite students to share their trailer with their peers.
• Implement a system to provide feedback. Anonymous post-it notes with two positive points and one constructive area for improvement
can be effective. Consider a ‘People’s Choice’ prize.
Students are permitted to use and appropriate copyrighted materials under the “fair dealing” provisions in the Copyright Act for the
purposes of study. Students may screen their works in class but cannot publish their works in the public domain.

ARTIST | ABDUL-RAHMAN ABDULLAH

ABDUL-RAHMAN ABDULLAH | PRACTICE
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Born 1977, Port Kembla, New South Wales. Lives and works Mundijong, Western Australia

Abdul-Rahman Abdullah’s sculpture and installation practice negotiates
personal memories, cultural mythologies and marginalised outlooks.
Abdullah leans heavily on personal experiences and childhood memories
but also engages with wider world events and discourses. While his own
experiences as a Muslim Australian of mixed ethnicity provide a
foundation, Abdullah provides a unique perspective across intersecting
communities.

Image: Abdul-Rahman Abdullah in his studio, courtesy of the artist

Abdul-Rahman Abdullah is a contemporary Australian sculptor who works
predominantly using traditional woodcarving techniques. In recent years
he has exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Australian Centre for
Contemporary Art, Perth Institute of Contemporary Art, Art Gallery of South
Australia, Art Gallery of Western Australia, Art Gallery of New South Wales,
Newcastle Art Gallery and Pataka Art + Museum (NZ).
Abdul-Rahman Abdullah is commercially represented by Moore Contemporary,
Perth.

Abdullah lives and works on a rural property near Mundijong, about an
hours’ drive from Perth. Both wild and domestic animals figure largely as
subject matter in his practice as does exploration of family spaces.
Animals are a strong presence and reality of regional living, and whilst
Abdullah claims not to be a “pet person” he is interested in harnessing
their symbolic, poetic and metaphoric capacity to articulate human
experience and emotion. Rather than ‘anthropomorphising’ the animals
he draws upon the ‘otherness’ of the animals to explore significant
human experiences.
Abdullah’s animal sculptures are exacting in their attention to detail. His
practice requires significant skill and precision, using mostly traditional
woodworking techniques and a subtractive sculpture process. He begins
with a chain saw to cut down his timber block into an approximate of the
required shape. He then sands down the edges to contours. Finally, he
resolves the work with the rigorous process of chiselling fine details and
lifelike texture.
Prior to undertaking his formal art education Abdullah worked as a
commercial designer and sculptor and was regularly commissioned to
work at Perth Zoo as a model maker. In this role he created realistic
animal habitats and produced animal sculptures. Abdullah cites the
experience of taking mould of an elephant’s foot as a particularly
memorable experience. Abdullah acknowledges the impact that this
industry experience had in the development of his skill set as an artist:
“I always saw it as adding arrows to the quiver, so to speak, for when
I became an artist. Building skills in a way you just can’t easily access
through art education.” (Abdul-Rahman Abdullah, cited in Eales 2021)
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ARTWORK | DEAD HORSE

Abdul-Rahman Abdullah presents one newly commissioned sculpture for Land Abounds, which is a personal and cultural response to the
Southern Highlands. The sculpture titled Dead Horse (2022) features an elegant, life-size wooden carving of a horse lying on its side. An
animal familiar to the Southern Highlands and often perceived as a trophy of privilege, Dead Horse is a compelling object that is loaded with
meaning.
From prehistoric cave art to the sensitively rendered equine paintings of George Stubbs, horses have a long history of representation in art.
Rulers across time and culture have utilised the horse as a powerful symbol to cultivate the image of wealth, dominance and military might
Consider Jacques-Louis David’s Napoleon Crossing the Alps, in which Napoleon is astride a powerful steed. The emperor is suspended in
moment of dramatic tension: the horse rears violently backwards yet the powerful Napoleon compels him onward to victory (Wilson
Anastasios, 2019).
Dead Horse, in stark contrast, is not active or virile; the musculature is not tense in readiness. Instead, Abdul-Rahman Abdullah’s horse lays
passive, unmoving, perhaps sleeping or as the title suggests, lifeless. Impressive in scale and detail, yet confronting, Dead Horse examines
the systems of privilege that exercise control over bodies, beings and places. Abdullah says that horses still occupy a hallowed space in the
popular imagination: as signifiers of military might and colonial conquest as well as trophies of privilege for the wealthy and valuable
investments in the horseracing industry. Ironically, when these creatures fail a cost-benefit analysis they will become, Abdullah says “a halftonne of pet food”.
Abdullah subverts the archetypal role that the horse has played in the construction of Australian nationalist narratives. In colonial Australia
the horse served as a mode of transport, tiller of fields, weapon of war and getaway vehicle for outlaws (Green, 2014). The wild brumbies of
Banjo Paterson’s The Man from Snowy River and the feats of thoroughbred racing champion Phar Lap loom large in the Australian
imagination. Horses have long been our companions, but they have also been subject to control and possession.
Abdul-Rahman Abdullah interrogates patterns of subjugation as well as the violence of ownership embedded in our history:
“Horses and the full range of associated mythologies offer a strong presence in Bowral, and by extension they’re integral to our shared
(and thoroughly fictionalised) sense of national identity: they support the belligerent focus on the heroes and anti-heroes of our
supposed history, playing their role in taming the land and defining our ownership of such vast vistas.”
Abdul-Rahman Abdullah | Artist Statement
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ARTWORK | DEAD HORSE

Abdul-Rahman Abdullah
Dead Horse (installation view)
2022
60cm x 216cm x 290cm
Stained wood

Jacques-Louis David
1803
Napoleon Bonaparte, First Consul, Crossing the Alps at Great St Bernard Pass,
20 May 1800

THINK + DISCUSS | ABDUL-RAHMAN ABDULLLAH
Frames | Subjective Frame
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What are your initial thoughts, feelings and questions about this artwork? Can you explain your reactions?
Prompts:
• Does this artwork spark a personal association, memory or response?
• What experiences, beliefs and attitudes do you bring to the artwork?

Conceptual Framework
How does Abdul-Rahman Abdullah question aspects of cultural identity in Dead Horse?
Prompts:
• What historical and cultural links do horses have to a notion of Australian national identity? Associations could be varied:
colonisation, transport, bush rangers, agriculture, horse racing, wild brumby populations, equestrian etc.
• Does Abdul-Rahman Abdullah challenge or support common associations with the horse as an archetype?
• What cultural topics, themes or ideas is Abdullah engaging with?

Practice
Outline Abdul-Rahman Abdullah’s material and conceptual practice.
Prompts:
• Abdullah uses traditional woodcarving techniques. Intricate details are carved by hand.
• Consider the impact that Abdullah’s industry experience had in the development of his practice
• Animals figure largely as subject matter for Abdullah. Why do you think this is? Consider how animals communicate personal and
cultural experience in Abdullah’s work.

ABDUL-RAHMAN ABDULLAH INSPIRED ARTMAKING ACTIVITIES
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PRIMARY | ARTMAKING
Lesson Title
Happy Dog Hand Puppets
Overview
• Go to the Ngununggula Learning Resources page.
• Watch and follow Abdul-Rahman Abdullah as he creates a playful puppy hand-puppet.
• Pause the video at each step for students to follow the instructions.
Equipment
Colour paper, glue, scissory, pen or sharpie.
Extension opportunity
Student can create an additional hand puppet depicting an animal of their own choosing. This could be a domestic pet, wild best, mythical or
monstrous creature.

ABDUL-RAHMAN ABDULLAH INSPIRED ARTMAKING ACTIVITIES
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SECONDARY | ARTMAKING
Lesson Title
Subtractive soap sculptures
Overview
Abdul-Rahman Abdullah uses a subtractive sculpture process. This type of sculpture requires the artist to be able to envision the final form
and work with a plan to remove layers to develop shape and form. Student will emulate the subtractive practice of Abdul-Rahman Abdullah
to create an animal-inspired soap sculpture.
Tips and Tricks
• Clay tools are effective instruments to carve soap.
• Unscented soap is recommended. Also consider colour and texture of the soap. Rectangular shaped bars will work better than curved
bars.
• Work-in-progress should be kept in zip lock bags to prevent sculpture from drying out.
• Dipping carving tools into warm water periodically will help to prevent breakage.
• Do not discard soap shavings as they can assist with repairs.
Research
Student to select an animal which sparks a personal memory or connection. Students will research and collect a variety of reference
images of their animal from multiple points of view.
Sketch
Student to plan out their animal sculpture by sketching small thumbnail drawings including top, front and side views. This will encourage
the student to consider their sculpture in three-dimensional space rather than two-dimensional space. It also helps them to plan out
positive and negative space.

Carve
• Student to lightly trace an outline of their sculpture on the soap surface.
• Next, students will roughly carve out the basic form of their sculpture with larger tools.
• Finally, selecting more delicate tools, student will begin to carve details.
• Encourage student to work with care and consideration. It is easier to remove layers than to add them back retroactively. Limited repairs
can be made with water and soap shavings.

ABDUL-RAHMAN ABDULLAH INSPIRED ARTMAKING

Abounds || Education
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SECONDARY | ARTMAKING
Lesson Title
Wild Beast Portraits
Overview
The rendering of realistic texture is one of the most convincing aspects of Abdul-Rahman Abdullah’s lifelike animal sculptures. In this lesson
sequence students will produce a drypoint animal portrait. They will modulate line, pattern and texture to represent animal fur.
Tips and Tricks
• Drypoint prints are traditionally made with intaglio ink, but oil paint is also effective.
• Prepare your printing station like an assembly-line in advance so that students can easily follow each step autonomously. Signage will
assist.
• A toothbrush is a useful tool for cleaning a plastic etching plate between prints.
Research and Organise
• Student to select a wild animal that has personal or cultural significance for them. Student to source a high-quality image, resize to A5 and
supply to teacher. The image should be cropped to a portrait rather than including the full body to allow student to work in detail.
• Teacher to print images.
• Each student to receive a pre-cut A5 sheet of drypoint etching plastic. Student to tape plate over the image (so the photograph is visible
beneath).
Create
• Teacher to use an etching needle to demonstrate a range of mark making techniques that can be used to cut, scratch and carve texture
and detail into the plastic plate. Explain that their plate should show a variety of line, texture and pattern. Remind student to vary pressure to
achieve a variety of results. Provide a mark making worksheet to student as reference.
• Student to use an etching needle to trace the outline and the main features of their animal into the plastic plate.
•Student to use the photograph beneath the plate as a point of reference, and aim to engrave the image using line, pattern and texture.
Print
• Teacher to demonstrate the process of creating a drypoint print using intaglio ink or oil paint.
• Student to produce an edition of prints. To vary the prints in their edition, student may choose to print on different coloured paper stock,
print over collage, experiment with different intaglio colours etc.

ARTIST | ABDUL ABDULLAH

ABDUL ABDULLAH | PRACTICE
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Born in 1986 in Perth. Lives and works in Sydney.

Abdul Abdullah is a seventh-generation Australian Muslim whose work
addresses the politicisation of Muslim identity within mainstream Australian
culture. Primarily a painter, Abdullah has a cross-disciplinary art practice,
working across photography, installation, textiles and occasionally,
performance. Abdullah uses his experience of growing up Muslim in the
suburbs of Perth and coming of age in a post–September 11 world, to expose
the prejudices and stereotypes which have demonised and marginalised
Muslim youth today.

Image: Abdul Abdullah in his studio, courtesy of the artist

Abdul Abdullah is a highly regarded contemporary artist and younger brother
of Abdul-Rahman Abdullah. Abdullah is originally from Perth and now lives
and works in Sydney. Despite the nine-year age difference and a significant
geographical distance, the Abdullah brothers both comment on the
important role their relationship plays in their artmaking practice in terms of
collaborating, sharing ideas and providing support.
Abdul Abdullah has exhibited extensively across Australia, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, South Korea and Germany. He is also a five-time
Archibald and Sulman Prize finalist, the most prestigious art prizes in
Australia. His works are held in a significant number of public collections
including the National Gallery of Australia, Art Gallery of Western Australia,
Gallery of Modern Art, Museum of Contemporary Art Australia, Artbank, the
Islamic Museum of Australia, Campbelltown Arts Centre and the Bendigo Art
Gallery.
Abdul Abdullah is represented by the Yavuz Gallery.

A self-described “outsider amongst outsiders” Abdul Abdullah engages with
themes such as identity, belonging and alienation and addresses the
vilification of people on the periphery of society. Whilst many of his works
speak specifically to the experience of Muslims, the questions raised are
relevant to the experience of people from all cultural minorities. Poetic and
provocative, Abdullah’s work addresses the complex feelings of displacement and alienation associated with histories of diaspora and migration.
Abdullah will present one newly commissioned artwork for Land Abounds.
The ten-metre-wide multi-panel painting titled Legacy Assets depicts a
bird’s-eye view of the Berrima landscape and was created as a result of
direct and personal encounters with the landscape in the Southern
Highlands. Abdullah celebrates the technical mastery of the 19th and early
20th century landscape painters yet questions the colonial impetus to tame
and conquer the landscape and at the same time erase all traces of the First
Nations inhabitants. Compiling visual references to create one vast
landscape, the work is vandalised by overlaid text that blatently calls out
overlooked and concealed histories in the artworld.

ARTWORK | Breach Reach Together 1 Together 2
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Land Abounds includes a series of four large-scale machine embroidered tapestries by Abdul Abdullah titled Breach, Reach, Together 1 and
Together 2 (2020). The series was produced with the assistance of DGTMB studios in Yogakarta and uses a manual, machine embroidery
process which interprets the brush strokes in Abdullah’s original work.
Abdullah was drawn to work in textiles and embroidery after researching the production of Afghan war rugs. The earliest war rugs seem
to have emerged shortly after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 and were sold as souvenirs to a tourist market of aid workers and
Western government officials. The decades-long history of war and violence in Afghanistan came to be depicted using this traditional craft
of weaving, thus combining an ancient tradition with contemporary subject matter. When the Soviets invaded Afghanistan in 1979, Afghan
weavers found that combat-inspired rugs were marketable to Russian troops, and later, beginning in 2001, to American troops. Abdullah was
intrigued by the entrepreneurial spirit of the Afghan weavers who sustained their trade by marketing to a tourist population.
Each tapestry is an evocative composition of gesturing or interacting hands on a black background. The hands reach out, implore and band
together: revealing the range of ways in which we communicate and connect to others with our hands. Hand gestures can underscore and
emphasise meaning, convey emotion, demonstrate affection, provide a gesture of welcome or support. Abdul Abdullah designed these
artworks during the Covid 19 lockdown period and explains that he was interested during this time of enforced global isolation to find ways to
continue to connect and grow creative networks. Abdul Abdullah further explains that when responding to his world his “work can often be
cynical” however in the design and production of these tapestries and “in the face of the global shutdown I wanted to produce something
that was nakedly optimistic” (Abdul Abdullah | Artist Statement).

Abdul Abdullah
Breach (2019) installation view
Reach (2020) installation view
Manual embroideries
Tracey Moffatt
Revolution (2017) installation view
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ARTWORK | Breach Reach Together 1 Together 2

Abdul Abdullah
Breach (2019)
Manual embroideries
300cm x 200cm
Manual embroidery made with the
assistance of
GTMB studios, Yogyakarta

Abdul Abdullah
Together 1 (2020)
156cm x 143cm
Manual embroidery made with the
assistance of
DGTMB studios, Yogyakarta

Abdul Abdullah
Reach (2020)
Manual embroideries
300cm x 200cm
Manual embroidery made with the
assistance of
DGTMB studios, Yogyakarta

Abdul Abdullah
Together 1 (2020)
156cm x 143cm
Manual embroidery made with the
assistance of
DGTMB studios, Yogyakarta

THINK + DISCUSS | ABDUL ABDULLLAH
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Frames | Structural Frame
Abdul Abdullah says that he intended his tapestry series to be “nakedly optimistic”. How does Abdullah use visual language to commnicate his
message?
Prompts:
• Artworks can be described through the visual language of signs, codes and symbols. This language explains the way meaning is embedded in
artworks. When arranged together, the elements and principles create artworks that communicate meaning
Elements: line, shape, form, space, texture, value, colour
Principles: contrast, emphasis, balance, unity, pattern + repetition, movement + rhythm
• What material choices has Abdullah made in this work with consideration to lighting, tenebrism, composition and hand gestures. What impact
does this have?

Conceptual Framework
To what degree is Abdullah an example of an artist as social agent?
Prompts:
• Artists can use their practice to respond to their world and bring attention to topical issues. Such artists mays be thought of as provocateurs,
social agents, critics, activists or commentators
• Artist commentary could be about politics, gender, culture, religion, the environment, human rights etc. What issues does Abdullah interrogate?

Practice
How do Abdul Abdullah’s collaborative and cross-disciplinary practices challenge the traditional role of the artist?
Prompts:
• Abdullah reinvents modes of working, often working in innovative ways
• By working across disciplines Abdullah blurs the boundaries and traditions of distinct disciplines
• By working collaboratively (through outsourcing work and making use of art assistants) Abdullah challenges the traditional idea of the artist
as a solitary genius

ABDUL ABDULLAH INSPIRED ARTMAKING ACTIVITIES
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PRIMARY | ARTMAKING
Lesson Title
Many Hands
Overview
Students will work collaboratively to create a deck of cards that illustrates some of the non-verbal ways we communicate. This could be
with hands, bodies and facial expression.
Brainstorm
• Teacher to facilitate a discussion on the ways that we communicate and express ourselves without words. We wave as a greeting, gesture
a thumbs up or down to indicate yes or no, high-five to show support etc. Teacher or students may also want to share Auslan signs that they
know.
• Students brainstorm the hand signals and facial expressions that they know and use.
• Teacher to write responses to brainstorm on separate post-it notes and allocate a set of post-it notes to each student.
Design and Create
• Class will work collaboratively to create a deck of cards that illustrate non-verbal communication and emotion.
• Each student to work individually to create a simple graphic that illustrates the non-verbal cue they have received. Student to work on
pre-cut card that is the approximate size of a playing card.
• Teacher can choose media based in the drawing or painting media that is available to them: colour pencil, crayon, watercolour, acrylic
paint etc.
Showcase
• Exhibit the deck of cards in the classroom
• Cards could be used as a learning tool in the classroom: as reminders of non-verbal cues from teachers such as “great job”, “stop”, “look”,
“listen”, “quiet”.
• Cards can also be used as a wellbeing tool for students to communicate how they are feeling. Student can select a card by placing it on
their table or writing their name next to a card on the whiteboard. This can be an effective system for a wellbeing check-in.
• A set of thumbs up, thumbs down and neutral thumb can be photocopied and distributed to each student. Teacher can call upon students
to hold up one of these cards to demonstrate their understanding of a concept or instruction - thus receiving immediate feedback.

ABDUL ABDULLAH INSPIRED ARTMAKING ACTIVITIES
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SECONDARY | ARTMAKING
Lesson Title
Less is More
Overview
Abdul Abdullah works with evocative body language and gesture in his tapestry series. Student to create a graphic artwork or illustration
with limited colour palette selection that communicates emotion through body language or gesture.
Discuss
Teacher to facilitate a discussion about the structural qualities of Abdullah’s tapestry series. Discuss composition, colour, value, space as
well as the signs and symbols within the work.
Create
• Student to work in pairs or small groups to undertake a photoshoot. Teacher to create a simple backdrop using a black fabric. Lamps and
smart phone torches can be used to create evocative directional lighting.
• Using Abdul Abdullah’s tapestry series as a starting point, student to take a series of photographs that capture an emotion through hand
gesture or body language. Photographs should be in close up and fill the majority of the frame.
Extend
• Student to select one photograph to develop into a graphic artwork. This could be a hand drawn illustration or a vector artwork. The composition should borrow from the principles of Abdullah’s work by using a bold but uncomplicated composition, reduced colour palette as
well as dramatic tenebrism.
• Student can create a vector artwork using the image trace function in Adobe Illustrator. There are many additional adjustments within the
image trace function that can be made to customise the artwork.
See Adobe Image Trace support page for assistance:
https://helpx.adobe.com/illustrator/using/image-trace.html
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Abdul Abdullah
Together 1 (2020)
156cm x 143cm
Manual embroidery made with the
assistance of
DGTMB studios, Yogyakarta

ABOUT NGUNUNGGULA

SPONSERS
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Ngununggula, meaning ‘belonging’ in the traditional language of the Gundungurra
First Nations people, is the first regional art gallery in the Southern Highlands of New
South Wales.
In partnership with the State Government of NSW, Wingecarribee Shire Council, the
National Trust, and donors, we have established a state-of-the-art gallery that
sustainably repurposes the Dairy and Veterinary Clinic at Retford Park, a property of
the National Trust (NSW).
With a focus on visual arts, education, artistic practice, and cultural voice, our
program represents the region and beyond through significant exhibitions, artist-led
projects, live events, workshops, artist talks, collaboration and cooperation with local
schools, and public programs.

Image: Zan

LOCATION

OPENING HOURS

1 Art Gallery Lane
Bowral NSW 2576 Australia

7 days, 10am–4pm

ADMISSION

CONTACT

Free

hello@ngununggula.com
(02) 4861 5348

